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Ohio Works First: The Politics， ldeologies and 
Realities of Welfare Reform 

Introduction 

As President Bush， invigorated by the new 

Republican-controlled Congress， calls for even 

more draconian measures to stiffen welfare 

work requirements， it is useful to investigate 

several relevant ideological and political issues 

in the context of welfare reform realilties. 

First， even though， politicians point to the 

work-ethic ideology as the “key to success in 

helping families lift themselves out of poverty，" 

(Associated Press， 2003) one can only be 

amazed at the current state of affairs in the 

United States political arena， where giving 

poor families a helping hand has been so de-

monized by politicians of various stripes (in-

cluding“compassionate conservatives")， as to 

equate such help with creating the newly 

hatched “monster" of dependency. 

A helping hand， which has long been part of 

American culture and Judeo-Christian values， 

has now been transformed into an evil “hand-

out." In the 1970s through the 1990s， welfare 

was defined as bad for the country and bad for 

the welfare recipients as well. Politicians and 

many intellectuals as well， raced to get on the 

bandwagon to use welfare recipients as scape欄

goats， particularly targeting women on AFDC 

(Piven and Cloward， 1993). Even now， we are 

preached to in glowing words filled with emo叩

tional fervor that welfare recipients (mostly 

women and children) are to be “empowered，" 

“enabled，" and “employed" right out of their 
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so回 calledpathological state of dependence on 

the government. Not surprisingly， at the 

same time that welfare reform has been under-

going a fever-pitched implementation since 

1996， the gap between the rich and the poor， as 

well as between minorities and whites， has 

been widening. In a report recently issued by 

the Federal Reserve Board's Survey of Con-

sumer Finances on January 22， 2003， the 

wealth and income of various groups were com悌

pared over a period from 1998 to 2001. The re-

port suggests that the wealth of those 

individuals in the top 10 percent income levels 

increased dramatically more than the wealth 

of those in any other group. Specifically， the 

net worth of families in the same top 10 per-

cent group increased by 69 percent to $833，600 

in 2001 from approximately half of that 

amount， $492，400， in 1998. In comparison， the 

net worth of families in the lowest fifth of iル

come earners rose 24 percent to a paltry $7，900. 

Additionally， the median accumulated weal但

th for families at the top income levels was 

about twelve times that of lower-middle-

income families through much of the 1990s. 

However， in 2001， the median wealth of the top 

income earners jumped to about twentyぺwo

times as great as those at the lower income lev剛

els (Survey of Consumer Finances， 2003). This 

trend represents levels of wealth inequality 

that are extreme considering the fact that 

most people in the U. S. register very little or 

no wealth at all; however， at the same time， 
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wealth is one of the most important factors in 

economic well四 beingand security. The severe 

inequality of wea1th， which exists now， has not 

always been so severe but has steadily wors悶

ened during the 1980s and 1990s (Keister， 2000). 

We must also ask why this trend has acceler舗

ated over the past twenty years. The simulta鞠

neous growth of poverty and wealth was， in 

part， a simple and direct consequence of lower 

taxes for the rich and social program cuts for 

the poor (Piven and Cloward， 1993). 

Cuts in taxes on the wealthy and particu-

larly the decreases in the amount of inheri-

tance tax paid exacerbates the problem of the 

inter咽 generationaltransfer of wealth. This is 

not a new issue. In creating the Wea1th Tax 

Act of 1935， and sending it to Congress for rati輸

fication， Franklin D. Rooseve1t called attention 

to the practice of wealth transfers by stating: 

“the transmission from generation to generation of 
great fortunes by wi!l， inheritance or gift is not con勾

sistent with the ideals and sentiments of the Ameri悶

can people. Great accumulation of wealth cannot be 
justified on the basis of personal or family security. 
Such inherited economic power is as inconsistent 
with the ideals of this generation as inherited politi-
cal power was inconsistent with the ideals of the gen-
eration which established our government" (Phi!lips 
2002). 

The historical transmission of huge fortunes 

from parents to children must be addressed in 

order to comfort the problem of inequality at 

its very roots. It is not enough to concentrate 

only on salaries and per hour wages， though 

these are also important factors， but rather， in-

come transfers and the overall unequal owner-

ship of wealth in the U. S. must be confronted 

(Keister， 2000). As the rich have accumulated 

additional wealth， even accelerating this accu・-

mulation from 1998 to 2001， the welfare rolls 

have been expunged at record speed during 

roughly the same period. This expulsion is 

evidenced by a total of two million people， 

mostly women and children， who have been 

“helped" right out of receiving any kind of aid 

from the government， and this figure repre-

sents a fifty-four percent reduction of welfare 

recipients. While governments and politicians 

hail the success of welfare reform， the question 

must be seriously asked， without all the disin-

genuous rhetoric， what is the actual condition 

of welfare“leavers，" as they are now defined in 

the current arena of political diatribe. 

It is within these various political and eco-

nomic contexts that this article investigates 

what has happened to poor families， since they 

were expelled from welfare assistance. The 

analysis will focus on one state， the State of 

Ohio， to ascertain the current situation of wel鞠

fare leavers and examines the status of imple-

mentation of welfare reform in Ohio with a 

detailed explanation， critical assessment and 

analysis of various programs. 

Essentially， this article argues that most of 

the disappearing recipients hαve gone to work， 

which provides the superficial basis of the 

“success" of the welfare reform programs at 

the national and state level， as the self伽 con帥

gratulatory Ohio Department of Jobs and 

Family Services (ODJFS) Web-site announces， 

“Ohio Works First It's Working!" The an-

nouncement is specifically referring to the 

drop in the number of persons receiving wel-

fare benefits. In other words，“it's working，" 

means that people are being effectively cut-off 

from welfare， and that's the real part of wel-

fare reform that is working， rather than foト

mer welfare recipients actually getting a 

decent job or the problem of poverty actually 

being addressed. 

Moving families from welfare to work， 

rather than the elimination of poverty， has 

been a primary concern of state legislatures 
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and welfare agencies in recent years， while at 

the same time the wealthy have enjoyed uncon愉

tested consolidation and aggregation in per働

sonal wealth. Since the implementation of 

welfare reform， TANF caseloads and recipients 

have been drastically reduced by more than 50 

percent nationwide. As Kilty and Segal (2001) 

aptly comment，“Too bad poverty is not declin-

ing as sharply as the welfare rolls!" The ma-

jority of these former welfare recipients have 

been forced to take low田payingjobs at the bot-

tom of the wage scale. Companies exploit the 

cheap labor pool taking comfort， not only in 

saving a poor welfare recipient from depend-

ency and lack of moral fortitude， but in their 

slick pocketing of hefty profits as well (Piven 

& Cloward， 1993). Most of the jobs to “help" 

poor people out of their “pathological" state 

of dependency are part-time or seasonal exist-

ing in an uncertain and unstable labor market. 

Additionally， in the worst cases， even 

though monthly earnings for welfare leavers 

may have grown slowly over time， these earn-

ings still averaged below poverty level for a 

family of three and many welfare leavers had 

the following problems in Ohio: inability to 

pay rent， eviction from home， no electricity or 

heat at some time， phone disconnection， 

andjor incredibly in this wealthiest of nations， 

inability to buy food. These issues will also 

be explored in detail at the state level， as condi“ 

tions of welfare reform， welfare recipients and 

welfare leavers are examined where the saying 

“the devil is in the details" is demonstrably 

true. 

Welfare Reform in Ohio 

In August 1996， the United States Congress， 

with the full support of President Clinton， 

passed the Personal Responsibility & W ork Op-

portunity Act into law. The effects of this 

law and the “end of welfare as we know it" 

have resoundingly rippled throughout all the 

states. According to the Ohio Department of 

Jobs and Family Services， the basic concepts of 

welfare reform evolved as follows: from a rule-

driven welfare system to a performancej 

outcome.・.drivenOhio W orks Program， from a 

focus on client eligibility to a focus on achiev-

ing client self四 sufficiency，from the idea of enti-

tlements to the temporary assistance program 

and from welfare recipient or client to an Ohio 

Works First Participant. Programmatically， 

ADFC (Aid to Families with Dependent Chil輸

dren) and T ANF (Temporary Assistance to 

Needy Families) were both absorbed by Ohio 

Works First. CWEP (Community Work Expe-

rience Program) incorporating the public 

sector only was changed to WEP (W ork Experi但

ence Program) and was expanded to target the 

private sectors. FEA (Family Emergency As-

sistance) became part of the new PRC (Preven四

tion， Retention and Contingency) program. 

JOBS (Job Opportunities and Basic Skills) be-

came part of Ohio Works First and FSA (Fam司

ily Support Act of 1988) was transformed into 

the PRWORA (Personal Responsibility and 

W ork Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996). 

Specifically， the passage of PRWORA re-

placed Aid to Families with Dependent Chil-

dren (AFDC) with Temporary Assistance to 

Needy Families (TANF). However， according 

to the Institute for Women's Policy Research 

(2002)， AFDC provided considerably more cash 

assistance to poor children. In fact， cash as-

sistance receipt has declined by nearly one-

third for Ohio's children living at the lowest 

levels of poverty， from 42 percent in 1996 to 

only 29 percent in 2000. This decline is not 

due to the result of declining poverty，日inceif 
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this was the case， we would see a large reduc-

tion in poverty overall. By the year 2000， the 

number of quite poor children， that is， children 

living in extreme poverty with families who 

have incomes between $7，075 and $14，149 per 

year， receiving TANF was cut by approxi-

mately one-half from 59 to 31 percent. At the 

national level， the amount of cash assistance 

through T ANF fell by nearly one-third for 

quite poor children from 42% in 1996 to only 29 

percent in 2000. However， definitions of 

poverty are subject to change and re-interpre-

tation， as the Census Bureau recently recom-

mended increasing the household threshold to 

$19，500 a year， which would have left 46 mil-

lion Americans fa1ling short of that amount in 

2000 (Phillips， 2002). 

As mentioned previously， in Ohio as through-

out the nation， more poor single parents 

(mostly single mothers) are working， but for 

the most impoverished families， incomes have 

decreased， even though they are now employ掛

ed. This is to be expected as the stated aim of 

the government， as a key target of welfare re聞

form， was to reduce the amount of monthly 

cash benefits received specifically through the 

T ANF program. This has been accomplished 

through implementation of welfare reform， 

such as the Ohio Works First (OWF) Program. 

OWF is Ohio's Temporary Assistance to Needy 

Families (TANF) program providing time-lim剛

ited assistance to eligible families. 

More specifical1y， OWF provides cash bene-

fits to families for 36 months and stipulates 

very limited exceptions to the 36-month time 

limit. For example， after 24 months off assis-

tance， if the family meets a good cause provi-

sion established by the county department of 

job and family services， a family may receive 

24 more months of OWF. However， the errト

phasis is clearly on self鞠 sufficiency，personal 

responsibility and employment， rather than on 

providing additional economic aid for families 

in dire need. 

It is also important to note that applications 

and eligibility determinations for OWF are 

now administered at the county agency level. 

This represents an important transformation 

in the way welfare has been administered in 

Ohio. In Franklin County (Central Ohio) for 

example， there are Community Opportunity 

Centers， which have been newly created to de嶋

centralize services and administer them in the 

neighborhoods where they are needed. There 

are five of these centers in Franklin County， 

which embrace various philosophies such as， 

“total case management." Total Case Man-

agement is the idea that a client (a euphemism 

for a welfare recipient) may have many differ-

ent needs and therefore will utilize many differ-

ent county administered programs. Such a 

client will be assigned only one case manager 

who will completely monitor al1 the needs of 

that client. 

It is at each of these Community Opportu綱

引tyCenters where perspective OWF clients 

must fulfill eligibility requirements. Each 

family must meet all OWF、。ligibilityrequire-

ments as follows: an eligible family must con-

tain a minor child， or a pregnant woman in at 

least her sixth month of pregnancy; a child 

must be living with a parent， specified relative， 

legal guardian or legal custodian; unmarried 

minor parents must reside with a parent， legal 

guardian， specified relative， legal custodian or 

in a supervised living arrangement; adu1ts and 

minor heads of household applying for or in re-

ceiving assistance must sign and comply with 

a self-sufficiency contract (SSC)， which details 

the requirements of the Ohio Department of 
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Jobs and Family Services; and lastly， adults 

and minor heads of households are required to 

participate in activities， which may include dか

velopmental or alternative work activities. 

The Self-Sufficiency Contract (SSC) is one of 

the important centerpieces of the Ohio Works 

First Program， and it's terms are strictly en-

forced. Any failure by the adultjminor to 

sign the SSC， or failure to comply with the 

terms of the SSC， will result in denial or termト

nation of benefits or other sanctions against 

the family. Any assistance group containing 

any individual who refuses to sign the SSC， 

who does not comply with the terms of the 

SSC， terminates employment without just 

cause or has income that exceeds the appropri騨

ate limits for that assistance group size is not 

eligible for aid. The first paragraph of this 

contract， which individuals are forced to sign， 

states that the members of the assistance 

group agree that the goal of Ohio W orks First 

is to help people become employed， take care of 

the family， become self-sufficient， and take 

charge of their lives. It makes clear that Ohio 

W orks First is temporary assistance to help 

families reach self-sufficiency and personal re-

sponsibility， and give them the opportunity to 

develop a plan based on the County Depart-

ment Jobs and Family Services appraisals and 

assessments. 

Furthermore， while participating in Ohio 

Works First， the client must agree that all of 

the responsibilities and obligations of the Self-

Sufficiency Contract will be met. Clients are 

specifically responsible for actively seeking 

and accepting a job; cooperating with the Jobs 

and Family Services Department in establish-

ing eligibility for Ohio Works First， including 

giving complete answers to all questions about 

family， income， and other eligibility require-

ments; attending all scheduled appointments 

and interviews and being on time; following 凶弾

structions and the rules of the assigned work-

site unless the CDHS determines otherwise; 

not quitting any job unless the CDHS deter-

mines that there is just cause; cooperating in 

establishing paternity and securing child sup悶

port unless the CDHS determination already 

exists; reporting everything they know regard榊

ing an absent parent， if required to do so; coop嚇

erating with the public children services 

agency， if required to do so; and discussing the 

client's self-sufficiency contract with the case-

worker， if there are any questions. 

Another important part of Ohio's Welfare 

Reform has been the W ork Opportunity Tax 

Credit (WOTC) Program and the Welfare-to-

Work (WtW) Tax Credit. WOTC and WtW 

are federal tax credits that encourage employ蜘

ers to hire from nine targeted groups of job 

seekers by reducing employers' federal income 

tax liability by a much as $8500 per qualifying 

job seeker working 120 hours or $1200 if work-

ing 400 hours or more per qualified summer 

youth. The new employee must belong to one 

of the following nine target groups as dictated 

byODJFS: 

1. T ANF Recipient勝 Amember of a family 

that is receiving or has recently received T ANF 

or benefits under a successor program for any 

9 months during the period ending on the hire 

date. 

2. Food Stamp Recipient司 Amember of a 

family that is receiving or has recently re-

ceived foods stamps and is at least 18 but not 

yet 25 on the employment hire date. 

3. Empowerment ZonejEnterprise Commtシ

nity jRenewal Communities -An 18 to 24 year 

old living in one of the federally designated 

Empowerment Zone (EZ)， or Enterprise Com-
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munity jRenewa1 Communities (RC). The EZj 

ECjRC areas in Ohio are: Akron， C1eve1and， 

Cincinnati， Co1umbus， Ironton and Ports時

mouth area. 

4. Summer Y outh愉 A16-17 year old resident 

of the EZjECjRC areas in Ohio. 

5. Veteran -A veteran who is a member of a 

fami1y that is receiving assistance for at 1east 

a 3 month period. 

6. Vocationa1 Rehabi1itation Referra1“ A dis-

ab1ed person who comp1eted or is comp1eting 

rehabi1itation services from the state or the 

u. S. Department of Veteran Affairs. 
7. Ex悌 Fe10n欄 Anex-fe1on who is a member of 

a 10w輔 incomefami1y， and has been convicted of 

a vio1ation of any statute of the U. S. or any 

state. 

8. Supp1ementa1 Security Income (SSI) 

Recipient “An individual receiving SSI benefits 

under Tit1e XVI of the Social Security Act. 

9. Long-Term Welfare Reむipient-Any indi“ 

vidua1 who has been certified as a member of a 

fami1y that received T ANF or benefits under a 

successor program for at 1east 18 consecutive 

months. 

There are various employers that participate 

in the Ohio Tax Credit Programs， which hire 

we1fare recipients within these nine target 

groups. Most of the jobs represented in the fo1-

10wing 1ist are 10w伽 payservice同basedpositions. 

The percent of emp10yers in Ohio， which 

take part in these programs， by category， are 

as follows: 

Health Care Services 5.7% 

Automotive Services 7.6% 

Grocery 10.6% 

Food Service 21.4% 

Retai1 Service 25.7% 

Miscellaneous Services 28.7% 

A brief perusa1 of these percentages illustrates 

that most emp10yers that participate in Ohio 

Tax Credit Programs offer jobs at the 10west 

end of the wage sca1e in food service， sa1es and 

miscellaneous services. Most of these un-

skilled jobs pay somewhere between $5.15 and 

$7 per hour. 

According to Ohio Job and Family Services' 

Prevention， Retention and Contingency (PRC) 

Program Summary (2001)， there are now fewer 

Ohioans receiving month1y cash benefits than 

at any time since 1968. In this report， Ohio's 

Prevention， Retention， and Contingency Pro-

gram is referred to as the “new face of 

welfare，" and a key component of reform. 

T ANF funds are now re-directed away from 

support to the prevention of dependency by fo-

cusing on outcomes. Thus， a critical change 

in focus of Ohio's PRC Program dictates that 

all welfare expenditures must specifically ad-

dress one of the four purposes of the federal 

T ANF b10ck grant program， as follows: 

1) Provide assistance to needy fami1ies so 

that chi1dren may be cared for in their 

own homes or in the homes of re1atives; 

2) End the dependence of needy parents on 

government benefits by promoting job 

preparation， work and marriage; 

3) Prevent and reduce the incidence of out-of蜘

wed10ck pregnancies and estab1ish annua1 

numerica1 goa1s for preventing and reduc-

ing the incidence of these pregnancies; 

4) Encourage the formation and mainte-

nance of two-parent fami1ies. Thus， 

whereas before T ANF responded to the is-

sue of need during a critica1 time， the fo-

CU8 of T ANF is now to control the 

behavior and values of welnαre recipients 

in order to preventαcritical need from 

arising in the first place (emphasis mine). 

The above high1ighted quote regarding the 
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focus of T ANF makes clear the real goal of the 

new welfare reform program， which is to con-

trol the behavior and values of welfare recipi-

ents. The stated purpose has nothing to do 

with eliminating poverty by providing real 

training or education in order to truly aid per耐

sons in escaping from poverty. This is actually 

not a new government policy， as the historical 

roots of TANF / ADFC were based on the Moth-

ers' Pension. The idea of a pension for poor 

mothers arose during the Progressive Era 

(1896-1914) and represented a movement spear-

headed by women. Initially， the basic purpose 

of the pension was to ensure government re国

sponsibility for the well being of poor women 

and children， but the focus was on widows. By 

focusing on widows and representing the pen-

sion as a grant for the special services that 

these “worthy" mothers provided， progressive 

women's groups were able to deflect the criti-

cism of those who condemned aid to“immoral" 

and“unworthy" women (Abramovitz， 2000). 

Though it has recently been argued (Weis-

ner， Gibson， Lowe， and Romich， 2002) that the 

historical base of the welfare program sought 

to provide economic security for children in 

single引lOtherfamilies， whether the mother 

was divorced， widowed or unmarried， in real-

ity this has never been the case. Even in the 

case of “deserving" widows who received pen蜘

sions in the 1900s， there was insistent pressure 

by public officials to make sure that widows 

conformed to gender and cultural norms. 

Agency investigators closely monitored women 

for sighs of drinking， dirty homes， relation-

ships with men， lax spending and improper 

childrearing practices (Abramovitz， 2000).Thus， 

welfare has always been a program in ideol-

ogy， practice and implementation， that has 

sought to control the behavior， morals， and 

values of welfare recipients and to reward or 

punish them based on their compliance. 

Welfare reform reflects an ideological agen-

da， particularly at the T ANF block grant point 

of implementation， to force traditional family 

values on women and men who may not be 

practicing the basic tenants of familialistic 

dogma， as interpr抗告din American conserva-

tive cultural and religious circles. In other 

countries， such as Scandinavia， being proイam-

ily and promoting family values implies a 

woman-friendly welfare state， which is far 

from what has been created in the U. S. In 

fact， the brand of familialism in America and 

the new welfare reform based system has been 

defined 師、 familialisticwelfare regime，" 

that is， a program which is based on placing 

the impetus of welfare responsibility and sup-

port on the family (Esping-Andersen， 1999). In 

these Nordic countries， social policy is con-

s坑tr問ucte吋dand s叩pe凶Cl江fica討all防ydesigned to meet the 

needs of women in order t初心 assure t出h児eirec∞0-

nomic iぬnde叩p号end出enc犯ce仇， rather than turning back 

the clock and reifying the male bread 角働明.

role with the concomitant women's economic 

dependence， which reinforces and solidifies the 

traditional model of the patriarchal family. 

However， there is one important and funda-

mental practical difference in the old patriar-

chal model and the neo-conservative patriar蜘

chal model in the U. S. The neo-conservative 

model offers only the illusion of the male削

breadwinner role without the substance， since 

most men situated in low-income jobs cannot 

fully support a family without the additional 

income of the wife's salary. As downsizing and 

restructuring have swept the U. S.， labor mar-

ket changes have created unemployment and 

work insecurity. Work that once paid a living 

wage with good benefits done by full-time and 
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long term employees is increasingly done by 

part-time workers or temporary employees， 

who are cal1ed euphemistically“independent 

contractors." These practices provide a large 

pool of workers who wi11 accept low wages and 

bad working conditions in order to have a job， 

αnyjob. 

The decline in the wages of the unski11ed is a 

well-known reality of the 1990s. This decline 

in wages occurred in tandem with the unprece舗

dented accumulation of wealth and privilege of 

the rich. As the Washington-based Economic 

Policy Institute reported in 1998， almost 30 per岬

cent of the workforce gets paid $8 an hour or 

less. Real wages of most workers plunged 

over the past twenty years with the real wages 

of the lowest 10 percent fal1ing faster. Even 

though the minimum wage was increased in 

1996， the real value of the minimum wage has 

fallen to thirty percent below its peak in 1968 

(Piven 2001). 

Thus， in reality， women in low同 incomefami-

lies cannot rely on a husband to completely 

support the family and since welfare reform， 

they can no longer rely on the state either. 

Thus， women are first， forced to work in low-

paying， mind町numbing，dead母ndjobs， with 

such work defined as “empowering." Sec-

ondly， women are strongly pressured to marry 

and maintain a two耐parentfamily， which reso-

nates strongly with feminist theories demon-

strating that welfare and work have been 

historically linked through two， at times com酬

peting， ideological systems， i.e吋 thefamily 

ethic and the work ethic (Coffield， 2001; Piven 

2001). In this case， family ideology effectively 

functions through welfare reform to tightly 

control women in both the neo-patriarchal 

family and the inter-Iocking role of providing 

a cheap， docile labor force. The clash between 

the two systems of family and work ideologies 

has been neatly resolved in order to dictate the 

behavior， choices and freedom of poor women 

in their productive and reproductive spheres， 

as both wor1ds blend seamlessly into a com-

pletely regulated existence. 

The strong emphasis on employment and 

not on the true welfare of the fami1y or chil-

dren， can be i11ustrated by an examination of 

the State of Ohio's priority in funding for PRC 

Programs in 2002. Not surprisingly， at the 

top of state funding for PRC programs was 

employment and training at $229.9 million. In 

second place， work support and retention pro勝

grams were funded at $107.7 mil1ion and child 

welfare at $91.9 million coming in a poor third. 

Next， was youth educational support services 

(birth to age 18) listed at $88.6 mi1lion with 

emergency， contingency and disaster services 

at $67.8 million. The ear1y start program was 

funded at $41.2 mil1ion and pregnancy preverト

tion at $11.2 million with domestic violence 

services at the very bottom of the funding pri-

orities at $6.8 million. 

No longer are welfare programs dedicated to 

reacting to families in a crisis situation and se自

curing the well-being of children， but welfare 

programs have now been cast in the role of erト

forcement of putting people to work in αny 

jobs thatαreαvailable， no mαtter how loωthe 

wαge. Since most welfare recipients are 

women and children， the behavior of women， in 

both the public and private realms， is con-

trolled through state regulation and economic 

sanctions (Abramovitz， 1988; Piven and Clow倫

ard， 1993). Welfare recipients have a manda梯

tory number of approximately twenty hours 

that they must spend in one of the following 

activities: unsubsidized employment， subsi-

dized private and public sector employment， 
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work experience program， onぺhe-jobtraining 

(including that of child care provider) job 

search， job readiness， and job skills training; 

community service activities; and vocational 

education training， which cannot exceed twelve 

months. They must also participate in devel蜘

opmentaljalternative programs for a total of 

twenty-one to thirty hours including: educa輔

tion activities， e. g.， GED and post-secondary; 

parenting classes and life skills training; par-

ticipation in alcohol or drug addiction pro-

gram and English as a second language classes. 

As mentioned in the introduction to this arti-

cle Ohio， as well as most other states in Amer-

ica， is experiencing a budget crisis at the same 

time that labor market conditions are worsen-

ing throughout the U. S. While the nationa1 

unemp10yment rate rose from its November 

2001 level of 5.6 percent to 6.0 percent in No帥

vember 2002， in Ohio the unemp10yment rate 

rose to 5.4 percent in November 2002， which is 

higher than the November 20011evel of 4.7 per-

cent. The 1argest 10sses in jobs occurred in 

manufacturing with 12，800 jobs 10st in 2002. 

These jobs were 10st in primary metal indus-

tries， industrial machinery and equipment， as 

well as transportation equipment. The next 

largest group of job losses occurred in business 

service jobs with a 10ss of 8，300 jobs since 1ast 

November 2001， and the number of jobs in re-

tai1 trade plunged 7，400 (Ohio Department of 

Research， Assessment and Accountabi1ity， 

2002). 

Additionally， the effects of unemp10yment 

are not fe1t evenly throughout the state， as 

counties in the southern part of Ohio have pa子

ticularly high unemployment rates and have 

historically been areas where jobs are scarce 

and rates of poverty are high. Whi1e the over-

all unemp10yment rate for the state of Ohio is 

stated as 5.0 percent (Ohio Department of Re-

search， Assessment and Accountability， 2002)， 

thirty-one of Ohio's eigh七y暢 eightcounties have 

unemployment rates between 5.7 percent and 

10 percent and three counties located in south-

ern Ohio， Morgan， Vinton， and Meigs have uル

employment rates of 10 percent and above. 

In such a context， where both overall labor 

conditions are unstable and unemployment lev-

e1s are increasing， state and national reforms 

force welfare recipients into this low wage mar-

ket providing a large numbers of workers who 

must accept whatever jobs they are offered. 

Thus， even though there are now more work-

ing families， such families still face tremen句

dous economic difficulties， and this article will 

now turn to the realities that many of these in制

dividuals experience on a daily basis. 

Impact of Ohio's Welfare Reform 

Reflecting the national trend， in Ohio the 

number of peop1e receiving cash benefits is the 

lowest since 1968 and the number will， no 

doubt， drop even lower as the Ohio Depart悌

ment of Job and Family Services looks to slash 

T ANF further through the preparation of new 

regulations that affect county job and welfare 

services. The government of Ohio has stated 

that it is reducing T ANF funding because it is 

faced with a $234 million deficit in T ANF and 

related programs (Kemme 2003). 

Whi1e the state government reduces funding， 

according to the U. S. Census Bureau， Census 

2000， the number of persons living below the 

poverty 1ine in Ohio numbered 10.6 percent of 

the state population， a total of 1，170，698. These 

figures show that many of the peop1e living in 

poverty are children under 18 years of age. The 

following breakdowns among individuals liv-

ing below the poverty 1ine were reported: 
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18 years and over 762，013 

65 years and over 115，742 

Related children under 18 years 

395，540 

Related children 5 to 17 268，274 

Unrelated individuals 15 years and over 

405，022 

Additional1y， Ohio's welfare caseload (TANF 

j AFDC families) has dropped an astounding 

61.5 percent. Case numbers have dropped 

from 257，801 cases in January 1993 to 99，333 in 

September 1999 and even further to 83，434 in 

May of 2002. This decrease is even higher 

than the U. S. average caseload reduction of 

around 48.8% with Ohio ranking 16也 amongal1 

states and the District of Columbia in welfare 

caseload reduction over the last six years (Na-

tional Conference of State Legislatures， 2002). 

担oststates al10w poor families the ful1 five 

consecutive years al10wable under the federal 

government provisions. Some states have 

even opted to continue providing benefits or 

vouchers using state funds for families who 

reach the cut-off under the new federal provi-

sions. However， Ohio has implemented one of 

the harshest time limit policies in the United 

States with a threeぅrearlimit， and thus ended 

cash assistance for many families with chil-

dren on October 1， 2000. According to the 

Children's Defense Fund (2000)， 26，000 families 

were cut-off on this date and within these 

26，000 families approximately 55，000 children 

lost their cash assistance. 

Additional1y， sanctions are strictly applied 

in Ohio for any breach of rules resulting in the 

sudden terminations of thousands of families 

from welfare assistance. Miscommunications 

between recipients and caseworkers resulted in 

nearly half of the sanctionsjterminations. 

Many of these cases involved problems with 

child care (a major obstacle when working for 

many poor women) arrangements and trans-

portation， which led directly or indirectly to 

their being sanctioned. Caseworker mistakes 

accounted for approximately twenty percent of 

the terminations with many individuals un-

aware of the fact that they had the right to 

appeal. Sanctions such as these caused tre-

mendous stress and hardship on families with 

children and many of these families could not 

pay even basic bills (such as rent， utilities， tele暢

phone) because of the sudden and complete 10ss 

of cash assistance (ODJFS and the Ohio State 

University Center for Human Resource Rか

search， 2001). 

Specifical1y， according to this same report， 

26 percent of we1fare leavers had difficulty 

finding child-care and of course， one of the pri傭

mary reasons was the high cost. Approxi-

mately 43 percent of leavers got behind in their 

rent， 13 percent were actual1y evicted and 8 per-

cent found it necessary to use a homeless shel-

ter. Additional1y， 14 percent of leavers went 

without electricity or heat at some time and 47 

percent had their te1ephone disconnected. The 

most shocking statistic is that 51 percent of 

leavers reported being unable to buy food and 

more than half of these received food money 

from relatives or friends in order to survive. 

Furthermore， being sanctioned or terminated 

did not lead to employment (Ohioおmpower-

ment Coalition， 2000). 

As mentioned before， most welfare leavers in 

Ohio work， but many soon return to welfare. 

Approximately 71 percent of these we1fare leaゃ

ers worked at some point with 37 percent re“ 

turning to welfare within the first year and 

only 40 percent continued working al1 quarters 

after leaving welfare. Low earnings leave 

many welfare leavers near poverty. Some of 
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PRC success stories (ODJFS四 ExecutiveSum-

mary III， 2001) reflect the attitude of casewor必

ers and the situation of welfare recipients. For 

example， one success story involves the puト

chase of a used car: 

"The agency's very first customer for a used car 
purchase two years ago has maintained two jobs for 
two years now. Prior to purchasing a car， this cus司

tomer had been on and off public assistance. Her 
main obstacle was transportation. The transporta-
tion services available through a loc主主1organization 
were too expensive. Each time a stop was made for 
her to drop-off or pick-up a child from daycare， an 
additional fee was charged. Not only did these 
stops eat away her meager earnings， but they also 
made it difficult for her to squeeze in enough work 
hours so her paycheck would cover her expenses. Pur-
chasing an inexpensive used car has proven to be cost 
effective for the agency and empowering for the 
customer." 

Another success story， quotes a teen attend胸

ing a pregnancy prevention program， as fol-

lows: 

“The program explained everything in a way that 
really made me think about my actions. It makes 
you aware of how serious sex can be and the outcome 
of it. 1 learned that 1 can talk to my parents about 
issues like these without feeling really odd or 

" nervous. 

An additional PRC success story concerned a 

program called TEACH， which focuses on 

building caseworker and client relationships 

that serve as a vehicle for change: 

“One of our non-custodial fathers was adamant 
about not paying child support because he did not 
have a good relationship with the mother. He 
refused to work (legally) because he knows that 
his wages would be garnished. After attending 
TEACH classes for a few weeks， he has changed his 
life. He has married his current girlfriend with 
whom he has several children. He h丘sgotten a job 
and is paying child support under three separate 
cases for several children. He has told his TEACH 
employment retention specialist that he is grateful 
to TEACH for opening his eyes to the situation. He 
indicated that through his years of non-support he 
never thought of the damage he was doing to his chil-
dren， only his anger with their mothers. He now 
recognizes the impact of his former choices and says 
he pays his child support proudlyプ

Lastly， a story about the SteppingStones， a 

child welfare protection and counseling pro-

gra立1:

“A father has been with SteppingStones since June 
doing supervised visitation twice a week with his two 
children. Throughout the duration of the visits， the 
mother kept in contact with us about the outcome of 
each visit. She began to feel quite confident with 
the father and the positive changes he was making in 
his life. At the end of September， she requested that 
we end the supervised visits and change to supervised 
exchanges with the father taking the children for the 
weekend(s). The childr由工1were very happy， as was 
the father." 

In three of these stories， success is framed in 

terms of changing behaviors based on tradi-

tional family values， e. g.， maintaining the two-

parent family and practicing sexual absti-

nence. Only in one of these quoted stories is 

success defined in terms of economics， i. e.， the 

purchase of a used car， so that a single mother 

could squeeze in enough hours at her two jobs 

thαt produced meα:ger earnings， just so she 

could cover her expenses. This story reso恒

nates with other information about the mea-

ger earnings of the “working poor." The 

Economic Policy Institute has calculated that a 

“living wage" would be approximately $30，000 

per year for a family of one adult and two chil胆

dren， which amounts to an hourly wage of 

about $14. This amount is more than twice 

the $5.15 to $7.00 per hour wages， which wel-

fare leavers are forced to accept. Sixty per情

cent of the American workforce actual1y earns 

less than $14 per hour， which makes it neces蜘

sary for both wife and husband to work in the 

low-income job market to pool their resources. 

Many of the working poor apply for govern-

ment help in the form of the earned income tax 

credit， food stamps， housing vouchers or in 

states which provide it， subsidized chi1d care， 

and these services do help families make ends 

meet. However， in the case of single mothers 
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who constitute the majority of welfare leavers 

and recipients， there is nothing to live on ex-

cept their own wages. 

Conclusion 

Individuals on welfare， at both the state and 

national1evel， have been harshly criticized by 

Democrats and Republicans for their laziness， 

their persistence in the reproduction of circum司

stances that make escape from poverty diffi回

cult， and their variously defined pathological 

behavioral problems， i.e.， which leads them to 

the worst crime of all dependency. It is ar-

gued that the welfare poor live on “handouts" 

from the government， rather than being self-

sufficient like most others in American soci-

ety. However， now that the number of people 

on welfare rolls has plunged， how can we view 

the situation of the overwhelming numbers of 

people who are still poor， even though they are 

now working at fast food shops， and retail dis-

count stores at the lowest levels of the labor 

market? 

It is patently clear that the United States of 

America is no longer a country that brims 

with opportunities for the poor to work their 

way up from rags to riches， as in the American 

dream. Much economic research over the past 

ten years has shown that upward mobility is 

more a myth than a reality. Most rich families 

and their children stay rich and most poor 

families and their children stay poor. It is es-

timated that it is about two or three times as 

difficult for children of poor families to rise 

above their economic circumstances as econo輔

mists estimated in the 1970s and 1980s (Fran相

cis， 2003). It seems that the economists of this 

time period miscalculated due to a bit of wish-

ful thinking and cloudy perceptions about 

equality and opportunity in the U. S. 

Much of Ohio welfare reform focuses on be-

havior modification， control of women through 

marriage， employment in low-paid dead-end 

jobs， and the reform of so-cal1ed moral values. 

There is no focus on an actual improvement 

in wel1 being or elimination of poverty. While 

believing that hard work， self耐 sufficiency，and 

individual empowerment are attitudes that are 

positive for a person's life， there are many real， 

substantial problems and obstacles for people 

at the bottom of America's economic heap. It 

may be that the poor are at times too fatalistic 

and lack confidence in their ability to rise out 

of poverty; yet on the other hand， perhaps 

they are more accurate in their perception of 

th日realityof life in the U. S. than the econo-

mists of the 60s and. 70s. After all， poverty 

through life is statistically associated with 

higher rates of activities detrimental to indi-

viduals and to society in terms of crime， vio-

lence， underemployment， unemployment and 

isolation from the surrounding community 

(Duncan and Brooks-Gunn， 1997). A Federal 

Reserve Bank of Chicago economist， Bhash Ma-。

zumder， recently calculated that on average 

ful1y 60 percent of the income gap between any 

two people in one generation carries over into 

the next generation. Thus， poverty continues 

over several generations， as does wealth， shat-

tering the myth of equality of chance and op-

portunity in America. 

At the national level， while welfare reform 

has continued with harsh sanctions for the 

slightest infraction of requirements under new 

programs， the Bush administration has pro陶

posed $10 billion in spending cuts in the appro均

priations bill for 2003. The list of spending 

cuts inc1ude: reduction in the job training for 

the unemployed， child care， education for poor 

and disadvantaged children， assistance for the 
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poor in paying winter heating bi1ls， and re同

pairs to public housing for the poor. It is ar-

gued that these reductions are necessary due 

to the proposed $674 billion in tax cuts based 

on the elimination of taxes on corporate divi倫

dends. Twoぺhirdsof the savings from these 

tax cuts would go to the top 5 percent of indi-

viduals in terms of income. Even more seri-

ous， Bush wants to accelerate and make 

permanent the 2001 tax cuts， which include the 

abolition of the estate tax. 

In Ohio， many welfare leavers struggle to 

pay winter heating bills， face eviction from 

their homes， while local shelters experience re糊

cord numbers of homeless desperately needing 

a place to stay. Even more horrific is the fact 

that hunger problems are growing while food 

banks and charities struggle to feed the addi-

tional hungry people (Ehrenreich， 2001). It is 

clear that the benefits for the wealth and privi輔

leged are being obtained on the backs of poor 

women and children， who have been purged 

from the ranks of welfare. This is further evi-

dence of the growing hereditary aristocracy of 

the United States (Phillips 2002). 

What can we say for the future? What can 

we say to the growth in inequality and privi-

lege in our country? One way to start to 

bridge the gap between the poor and the rich 

would be to give the poor a better education. 

This would provide a structural basis for true 

competition for the fewer and fewer good jobs 

between the children of the rich and the chil回

dren of the poor. The second issue， which 

must be confronted as previously mentioned， is 

the overall ownership of wealth through inter由

generational transfers and the apparent blind回

ness of society to the consolidation of family 

assets and enormous fortunes. The effects of 

income transfers among the wealthy could be 

ameliorated through a more progressive tax 

system using such policy instruments as 

higher estate and capital gains taxes. In fact， 

estate and inheritance taxes are the only way 

that we current1y take wealth away from the 

wealthy (Keister， 2000). Without an adjust-

ment in the tax system to address these trans愉

fers of family assets， any hopes to address the 

fundamental causes of poverty in the future 

will be doomed. 

As this article has demonstrated， though the 

effects of welfare reform are continuing， it is 

apparent that the United States does not actu-

ally have a system of welfare that is worthy of 

the name (MacLeod， 1995). By any interna-

tional standards， the United States lags behind 

every industrialized county in the world in its 

provisions and aid to poverty stricken women 

and children， who can barely make ends meet 

while living in the shadow of unimagined 

wealth and affluence. The questions still ex-

ist in Ohio and throughout America; how 

much inequality are we going to allow as a so畑

ciety and what kind of a society do we want for 

our future and for the future of our children. 

NOTES 

1. In the current political and ideological arena， 

“'pathological state" of the family frequently re・

fers to single mothers， who head a household， 

and也n自tωea凶d0ぱfbeing dependent on the “"male蜘

br、eadwinner、justwage，" they are dependent on 

the state. Thus， the argument has been ad卿

vanced that the state takes the place of the male 

breadwinner's economic role， which emasculates 

men and removes them from their traditional po-

sition as head of the patriarchal family in which 

the wife is dependent on a husband's economic 

provlslOns. 

2. In Ohio， House Bill 408 enacting welfare reform 
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was passed by the House on June 5， 1997 and in 

the Senate on June 26出 of1997. Democrats and 

Republicans wide1y supported the passage of the 

bi11. Subsequent1y， then Governor Voinovich 

signed HB 408 into Ohio 1aw on July 2， 1997. 

3. A quick survey of these five centers， all located 

in the Columbus area， notes the following loca鋤

tions: East Opportunity Center on Mount Veト

non Ave.， Northwest Opportunity Center on 

Ag1er Rd.， North Opportunity Center on East 

Fifth Ave.， South Opportunity Center on South 

High St.， and West Opportunity Center located 

on North Wi1son Rd. All of these centers are， 

in fact， now 10阻 tedin 1ow-income and inner city 

neighborhoods. Each center has standardized 

hours of operation from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. on 

Monday， Wednesday， Friday and 7:00 a.m. to 

7:00 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays and on 

Saturdays from 8:00 a司m.to 4:00 p.m. by appoint-

ment on1y. The services offered through each 

center are similar， but each site has some varia-

tions in services， which are listed at each respec-

tive 10cation. 
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